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In a recent letter[1], B. Kayser and L. Stodolsky discussed issues concerning quantum
interference of amplitudes and their conclusions (bar one) are remarkably similar to those
of our previous work[2  8].
The issues are as follows: (i) The notion of the \collapse of the wave function" (or
equivalently the so called \projection postulate") is not generally valid for reasons of
Lorentz symmetry, and (ii) Each internal propagator of a Feynman diagram requires its
own proper time (many proper time amplitudes)
y
(1).



















































Note that four proper times are required to describe these two interfering amplitudes. The















































































































































Kayser and Stodolsky erroneously neglected the second term on the right hand side
of Eq.(6). The error turns out to be crucial. If one neglects the second term on the right
hand side of Eq.(6), then there is no dierence between using four times or using the two
times conventionally employed previous to our work. In fact, it is the second term on
the right hand of Eq.(6) that provides a forthcoming clear experimental DANE test of
the many time amplitude formalism. The kinematics are as follows: (i) In the center of

















d=p) where d is the center




























We note in passing that the interference phase in Eq.(8) contains light speed c (relativ-




(1) Compare footnote 9 of[1] with Eq.(48) of[6].
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